NOTE: FORMLINER CREATES DEPTH CHANGE FOR GROUT JOINTS. GROUT JOINTS WILL BE GRAY. MASONRY ELEMENTS WILL HAVE COLOR TEXTURED FINISH AS INDICATED.

GENERAL NOTES:
1. Information provided for design intent only. Design professional of record is responsible for verification of all applicable code requirements. Wall types illustrated are for preliminary space planning only; the design professional shall be responsible for code conformance and floor plan development per LAF's programming criteria. These plans are specifically not for use as layers to be imported into documents or to be used as tracing undertaking(s) for construction documents or files by the professional of record for this or any other project.

MATERIAL LEGEND:

1A Precast Concrete Panel with Formliner Finish, TextCote Fine Texture - Match PPG Paints 'Silver Feather' #1002-1
1B Brick Weirscott - Watertown Scarsdale KT
2 Precast Concrete Panel with Formliner Finish, TextCote Fine Texture - Match PPG Paints 'Focus' #1006-1
3 Prefinished Metal Siding - Longboard 'Light Walnut'
4 Stucco Canopy - Match PPG Paints 'Metropolis' #1006-7 (Top Band) & PPG Paints 'Grey By Far' #1006-4 (Bottom Band)
5 Painted Metal Canopy - Match PPG Paints 'Cinnamon Crunch' #1006-6
6 Certainteed and Entry Doors - Clear Anodized Finish w/ Dual glazed Green Tint Glass
7 Prefinished Aluminum Accent - Match LAF Logo Color Yellow PMS #128U
8 Metal Panel or Painted Stucco Canopy - Match PPG Paints 'Focus' #1006-1
9 Firestone Uno-Clad Aluminum Panel - Medium Bronze
10 Brick Veneer - Watertown Scarsdale KT
11 Painted Precast Panel - Match PPG Paints 'Grey By Far' #1006-4
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